Interesting fact
Roses have a long history. In 14th century England, the white rose was the heraldic sign of the Duke of York who faced off with the red-rose Lancaster family, giving the renowned War of Roses its name.
### BOTANICS
- Standard Roses
- Bush Roses
- Golden Robinia
- Golden Elms
- Pencil Pines
- Water Lilies
- Robinia Mop Tops
- Wisteria

### DESCRIPTION
Home to over 150 rose varieties the Charles Newman Garden offers a bouquet of floral aromas and a spectacular visual display, particularly when in full bloom. This garden gives an understanding of the true meaning of the phrase, ‘stop and smell the roses’. Four sandstone fountains line the centre of this pristine garden allowing for the echo of water to resonate throughout.

### FACILITIES
- Car parking (10m)
- Toilets (120m)
- Ample water taps and bins

### PEAK BLOOM TIMES
Mid October – Mid November